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Work Better 
Together,  
Even While Apart
GET A 6-MONTH FREE TRIAL PROMOTION OF 
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 E1

In response to the Covid-19 outbreak, many organizations are 
rushing to equip and enable their employees to work from home. 
But deploying and managing multiple tools across multiple teams 
is no small task, and it can often lead to disruptions that diminish 
rather than advance critical collaboration.

Green House Data and our partners are here to help. We’re offering a 6-month 
trial subscription to Microsoft Office 365 E1—a powerful toolset that quickly 
gets your remote teams up and running with crucial productivity applications, 
web chat, video meetings, and much more in one trusted solution. It gives your 
employees a centralized hub for collaboration with all the capabilities they need 
to connect, communicate, and contribute to everyday work, including:

ONLINE MEETINGS: Enables team members to join from anywhere to host or 
participate in audio, video, and web conferences with others inside or outside 
your organization.

COLLABORATION & PRODUCTIVITY: Gives employees ready access to web 
versions of the full suite of MS Office apps so they can access, share, and edit files 
(like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint) in real time.

1-TO-1 COMMUNICATION: No matter where work takes them, employees 
can stay connected through interactive chats and calling experiences using any 
Teams-enabled devices.

CENTRAL HUBS: OfficeE1 offers keeps your entire organization on the 
same page. Create corporate intranet sites and individual online storage with 
SharePoint and OneDrive, while planning team projects and staff management 
through Planner, StaffHub, and Whiteboard.
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Added Resources to Fast-Track Success
Green House Data also offers consulting services to help support and accelerate the 
onboarding process:

Pre-sales Assistance  
Our Partner Technical Services advisory team can help you identify and activate the 
right capabilities to support your specific critical use cases, from meetings and chat 
services to file collaboration.   

Office 365 Jumpstart  
Our 4-hour “hands off” consultation session provides a list of high-level best practices 
for deploying Office 365.

Microsoft Teams Bootcamp  
This 5-day, in-depth training details best practices for Microsoft Teams adoption and 
rollout across your organization.

Office 365 Adoption Services  
Our experienced Microsoft experts provide consulting services for other areas of 
O365, including migration services for Hosted Exchange, Slack, or Skype for Business; 
and implementation of security management, and hardening tools.

OFFICE 365 TRIAL PROCESS

1. Engage with Green House Data 
Sales Experts

2. Identify all services you will 
need to setup, configure and 
rollout the new platform

3. Complete Teams 6-month Trial 
order

4. Receive Teams Activation 
(must be enabled in MS 365 
Admin Center)

5. Engage with Green House Data 
Experts to support rollout 
efforts

Questions? Please send to:  
sales@greenhousedata.com

ELIGIBILITY TERM
USER 
LIMIT INCLUDED SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE FOR

New customers without an Office 
365 Tenant

Existing customers with one of the 
following:
• Exchange Online Plan 1 
• Exchange Online Plan 2 
• Office 365ProPlus 
• Office 365 Business 
• Customers with Dynamics 365 and 

no Office 365

6-MONTH 3,000

• Exchange Email & Calendar
• Microsoft Planner
• Microsoft Whiteboard
• Microsoft Teams
• Office Online (Word, PowerPoint, Excel)
• OneDrive for Business
• PowerApps & Power Automate
• SharePoint Online
• StaffHub & Planner
• Stream
• Sway
• Yammer

• GCC
• GCC High
• DoD
• EDU
• Syndication Partners

ABOUT GREEN HOUSE DATA

As a leading managed service provider and consulting firm, Green House Data is focused on 
helping customers advance their digital transformation goals by modernizing business applications, 
migrating solutions to the cloud, designing hybrid cloud solutions, and applying Agile and DevOps 
engineering practices to build new, innovative solutions. Our portfolio of services is designed to 
provide continuous improvement along each step of the IT journey to maximize business value and 
success. We are a Microsoft Gold Partner and Azure Expert MSP, offering deep expertise in the 
Microsoft ecosystem of enterprise IT software and services. Visit us at www.greenhousedata.com 
to learn more and follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
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Choose A Faster 
Path to Success 
ACCELERATE ADOPTION OF MICROSOFT TEAMS 
WITH OUR 5-DAY TEAMS BOOTCAMP

Organizations are moving at lightning speed to transition their 
workforce environments to protect the health and well-being of 
employees during the COVID-19 pandemic. As part of this effort, 
many organizations are turning to tools like Microsoft Teams to 
support remote team collaboration.

But as with any new technology deployment, organizations can encounter 
unforeseen challenges or issues that lead to costly delays and disruptions.

Green House Data can help steer clear of potential missteps and fast-track success. 
Our new 5-Day Teams Bootcamp details best practices and step-by-step plans for 
managing and deploying Microsoft Teams. Through this program, you’ll be able to 
test all possibilities, ask questions, and discover what’s next for your business.

BUSINESS ALIGNMENT: Define outcomes and success to increase the 
successful adoption of Microsoft Teams across your organization, while also 
create a proven strategy that maps to these critical measures.

TEAMS CONFIGURATION: Prepare and deploy Microsoft Teams across your 
user community. Learn how to capitalize on the rich extensibility and open APIs of 
this powerful toolset.

ONBOARDING PLAN: Work with our SMEs to maximize adoption by creating 
real-world scenarios that demonstrate the power of this collaboration tool in 
helping employees connect and collaborate.

MANAGEMENT & GOVERNANCE: Learn how to drive healthy usage by 
managing governance and the policies, roles, responsibilities, and processes that 
control how business groups and IT staff work together.
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Added Resources to Fast-Track Success
Green House Data also offers consulting services to help support and accelerate 
the onboarding process:

Pre-sales Assistance  
Our Partner Technical Services advisory team can help you identify and activate 
the right capabilities to support your specific critical use cases, from meetings 
and chat services to file collaboration.   

Office 365 Jumpstart 
Our 4-hour online consultation session provides a list of high-level best practic-
es for deploying Office 365.

Office 365 Adoption Services  
Our experienced Microsoft experts provide consulting services for other areas 
of O365, including migration services for Hosted Exchange, Slack, or Skype for 
Business; and implementation of security management and hardening tools.

JUMPSTART ORDER PROCESS

1. Engage with Green House Data 
Sales Manager

2. Complete Teams Jumpstart order

3. Schedule session with Green House 
Data Teams Expert

Questions? Please send to:  
sales@greenhousedata.com

SESSION TOPIC DETAILS DURATION

Business Alignment 

• Understand common business use cases 
• Provide licensing guidance on optimization and usage
• Evaluate SharePoint integration and configuration options
• Review Stream integration 
• Review other automation tools and their Teams integration
• Review Outlook integration

1-2 Days

Teams Configuration
• Enable Teams licensing for the correct employees
• Define ‘Teams of people” in Teams

1 Day

Onboarding Plan
• Plan for the adoption and rollout of Teams
• Provide employee knowledge transfer on collaboration use cases
• Train the trainer

1 Day

Management & Governance
• Discuss data protection and security extensions in Teams
• Track Teams usage and adoption

1-2 Days

FULL PRICE: $10,000

ABOUT GREEN HOUSE DATA

As a leading managed service provider and consulting firm, Green House Data is focused on 
helping customers advance their digital transformation goals by modernizing business applications, 
migrating solutions to the cloud, designing hybrid cloud solutions, and applying Agile and DevOps 
engineering practices to build new, innovative solutions. Our portfolio of services is designed to 
provide continuous improvement along each step of the IT journey to maximize business value and 
success. We are a Microsoft Gold Partner and Azure Expert MSP, offering deep expertise in the 
Microsoft ecosystem of enterprise IT software and services. Visit us at www.greenhousedata.com 
to learn more and follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.
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Teams Bootcamp Agenda 
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